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Judge Mehta’s order and link to memo opinion in House
vs Mazars subpoena fight. No stay so this will move very
fast. IMO days not weeks. @maddow @lawrence

Judge Mehta’s order and link to memo opinion in House vs Mazars sub…
LILLin Link to Memorandum Opinion dated May 20, 2019
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Judge Mehta says Trump echoes the protests of President Buchanan.  

 

"The binding principle that emerges from these judicial decisions is that courts must

presume Congress is acting in furtherance of its constitutional responsibility to

legislate and must defer to congressional

judgments about what Congress needs to carry out that purpose. To be sure, there are

limits on Congress’s investigative authority. But those limits do not substantially

constrain Congress. So long as Congress investigates on a subject matter on which

“legislation could

be had,” Congress acts as contemplated by Article I of the Constitution."  

 

Start packing @realDonaldTrump @FLOTUS @IvankaTrump. You're going back to

NY to face state charges.

The House General Counsel has just submitted DC Judge Mehta's memorandum

opinion as supplemental authority in the Trump v. Deutsche Bank case pending in

SDNY. That didn't take long.  

 

It just occurred to me that Trump's D team lawyers in Mazars case didn't even move

for a

protective order and now the case is over with judgment entered. That means that his

tax returns and financials, when produced under the subpoena, can be made public

IMO. It gives the House some bargaining power now. Trump should agree to the turn

over

in exchange for a protective order. Make a deal @realdonaldTrump or lawyers like

me will own you and your family for the next ten years. And personal Bankrutcy is

almost certain. 😎 @SpeakerPelosi @RepJerryNadler @RepJeffries
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